The next Chapter meeting for is planned for January 9th online

Annual Chapter Dues for 2021 are due ($35)
Send check to EAA Chapter 292, 4803 Airport Rd. Independence, Oregon, 97351
Or online registration is available through EAA292.gmail.com

President’s Message
The timing of this message finds us in the waning days or 2020. Most of us find that due to the COVID 19 pandemic,
this has been a bust of a year and we’re going to be glad to put it behind us. Unfortunately, 2021 looks like it’s going to
start off the same way 2020 finished. The Governor extended her declaration of a state of emergency regarding
COVID-19 for an additional 60 days, until at least March 3, 2021. A vaccine is now available, but it’s not clear what
criteria the order of treatment is going to follow. There are already rumors that most Spring activities (Sun-n-Fun) may
be cancelled, and that the Summer event’s (Young Eagles, 292 Fly-In, Airventure, etc.) are already in jeopardy. That
would be a bummer!
On the positive side, the majority of EAA 292 has remained healthy, and we’ve actually been able to accomplish some
amazing things this past year! We usually take advantage of the December Holiday party to recognize these
accomplishments, so instead, I’m going to use the Taledragger. When you bump into these people, please take a
moment and thank them. Everyone who makes this Chapter work is a volunteer and has offered up some of their time
to help out!

ADS-B
2020 started out with the requirement of ADS-B. Most of our members who planned on meeting
the requirement had already completed their installation. Our January meeting featured the
Hillsboro FSDO Safety Team - FAAST, led by Chapter member Curt Cowley present an update of
ADS-B. Steve Kretzinger, Eugene and Cascade Approach ATC, gave the presentation.

Meetings
If there was a single positive outcome of COVID, it would be the impact on our
Chapter’s meetings and presenters. In the past, we always limited ourselves to
speakers who were local, or who were passing through the area. The virus made us
change the way we operated. We’ve been able to get presenters from around all of
North America who’ve been willing to help us out. These have included Paul Dye,
John Monnett, Barnaby Wainfan, Dave Hertner and Jan Eggenfellner, and we have
more remote presentations coming up in 2021 including Affordaplane, Hummel
Aircraft, Cubcrafters and Lightspeed. These are all high-level principles and
Presidents of their companies, and few of these would have been possible if we were
relying on local-only.
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Our members, who have rapidly embraced these on-line sessions, love to her from our own experts, so
we also had Jerry Pryce covering testing compression and timing. In January, we’re really excited to
hear from Dwight Hoover and his Yamaha/Apex 701 project! Of course, we can’t forget Mr. Gizmo,
Ron Sterba and all his great (and funny) tool tips! Thanks Mr. Gizmo!
I have a vision that moving forward (i.e. post-COVID), we’ll have a combination of
remote and in-person presenters. We understand that there’s a lot of value and enjoyment
when able to socially interact over coffee and donuts and we’re really hoping those days return
soon!
None of this would have happened without COVID happening, and none of this would have
happened without the hard work of Jerry Pryce, VP and Program Coordinator. I can’t thank him
enough for really stepping up in these tough times and giving us some incredible content! Thanks
Jerry!

Membership
Membership is another area we can be incredibly proud of! If you just
looked at our membership count, you’d never even now that we were in the
middle of a global pandemic! While other Chapters are losing members (or
going under), our membership is thriving! As we move into 2021-2022, I
expect that our numbers will continue to climb. However, we’re not looking
to artificially boost these numbers by just pushing people to sign up. We’re
looking for members who will be with us for years or a lifetime. Thanks to
everyone who either brought-in a new member, or by word-of-mouth,
spread the news and successes of EAA292!

Newsletter
Another pillar of our Chapter that has actually
benefited from the pandemic lockdown has been our
newsletter. Not that you can measure quality by
quantity, but the sheer volume of newsletter pages
has went up by 100-200%. If we were still in a
paper/print world…we’d be accused of killing more trees! Actually, this was an intentional
adjustment that was made on the part of the Board. We realized that our members were
locked at home and “starving” for content. At the same time, members staying at home had
the time to create some of that content which our members would consume and enjoy! Many
thanks to our newsletter editor and Club Secretary, Rich Harrison who has worked long hours collecting the memberssourced content, put all this new material together, and also was able to keep your President (mostly) on-schedule! A
special thanks to all of you who contributed pictures or articles…keep them coming!

Facilities
Throughout this year, our Facilities Manager, Vince Homer has been really busy making
improvement and enforcing our COVID policies…not an easy task! Meanwhile, he’s hung some
soundproofing panels…which we haven’t had a chance to test yet. He’s also made a series of
changes to make the facility more wheelchair friendly. New handwashing/sanitizing stations
have been installed. And, he’s also managed to keep the tools in working order (despite some of
the abuse they get from the members…you know who you are!). We really need to thank Vince
for everything he’s done.
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Marketing
Most members don’t think of Marketing as something that’s
required as part of running a Chapter. What we’re finding is that
for the newer, younger members, they don’t communicate the
same way we did in the ’70-90’s. To effectively communicate and recruit today
a Chapter needs an “electronic footprint” and a presence on social media. Over
the past year or so we’ve made an intentional effort to make this happen. We
now have an active and growing website, which all of our materials direct
people to. We created a teaser video for our Chapter and Fly-In. We created a
new flyer that outlines all the highlights of the Chapter. We have a Facebook
page been using it to notify people about upcoming events. At the last “Teen
Track” event we held, the majority of our attendees found us through Facebook. We’ve recently set up a YouTube
channel where we can archive our meetings and videos. We’ve also created a
new member packet that contains all the materials to inform new members
about the Chapter. Of course, we also have our World-Class Taledragger
newsletter! All of these materials are available on our website at
www.eaa292.org. Thanks to everyone who’s helped out in these efforts!

Ray Scholarship
This was our second full-year of participating with the
EAA National Ray Scholarship program. We are a leader
in how fast we’ve been able to
embrace this great program. To date,
we have three students who have received scholarships. Anders Walters, Kristen
Taylor and Zack Lopez. Anders has already completed his PPL. Kristen has soloed in
glider, and Zack is getting started in glider. Many thanks to Mike Ryer who waded through the reams
of EAA paperwork to get this program sorted out and guide Anders on his path. Wanting to focus on
other things, Mike chose to resign and pass the leadership task to Deb Origer, our previous Youth
Chair, who is already doing a great job with Kristen and Zack. Thank Mike & Deb!

Simulator
EAA 292 is one of the few Chapters in the country that owns an FAA approved flight simulator.
Actually, it was because of Simulator Coordinator Chuck West and “Miracle on the Hudson” co-pilot
Jeff Skiles that the national EAA simulator policy was changed! Chuck has been providing great
stewardship to the simulator program and has brought quite-a-few new members to the Chapter
because of it. Chuck actually recorded several hours of programming which was intended for our
Chapter meeting, but which hasn’t been edited together yet (my bad
). Chuck is also pushing for
the simulator (or simulators) to have a more prominent role in the training of new pilots, and
potentially with our new hangar expansion project! Thanks Chuck…keep up the great work!

Flying Clubs
EAA National has been supporting the creation of stand-alone flying clubs for several years. Despite these being
unaffiliated with EAA, there are a lot of materials (and a little grant money) to get started. This year saw the
continuation of the Independence Glider Club,
and the startup of the Independence Youth Flying
Club (IYFC). The IYFC was able to procure two
aircraft; a VFR PA-24 Cherokee, and the other will
be a full glass-panel, IFR C172! The club is
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gradually bringing these aircraft on-line. Thanks to everyone who is volunteering to support these organizations! A
special thanks goes out to the family of former-member, Ed Hannevig’s who donated the Cherokee to the club. In
memory of Ed, the N-number will be changing to N292EH!

VMC-IMC Club
If you ask around, you’ll hear that EAA 292 has the best VMC-IMC Club in the country.
We were able to adopt the program in its infancy two years ago and pretty-much
outpaced national EAA’s ability to provide materials. This is all due to the work of Mike
Short, CFI and club coordinator. Where we started out with 10-12 members attending,
those numbers have grown to 30-40 per meeting. FAAST “Wings” credits are also
awarded for attendees. All Chapter members are welcome to attend the 1 st Monday of
the month at 7 pm. Thanks Mike for all your hard work! Because Mike is currently not a
CFII, when we expanded the club to include IMC, Mike was able to arrange to have Kelly
Wilson to be our representative CFII. Thanks to you too Kelly!

Fly-In/STOL
In early 2020, there was a point where the Board was asking if the
annual Fly-In & STOL Expo should be cancelled. Just in the nick-of-time,
Steve Wheat stepped-up and volunteered for the Fly-In Chairperson
roll. Tim Isaac has already agreed to lead the STOL Expo. With the
leadership positions filled, what could stop us now…except a global
pandemic
. Even though the 2020 Fly-In was postponed, we already have our dates for 2021 and
we’re hoping our leadership positions remain filled, Thanks to Steve, Tim and everyone else who
was (is) going to help with the Fly-In!

Treasury
EAA 292 has been blessed with historically having a strong bank sheet. I think this has been
made possible because of 1) an active and generous membership, 2) an aggressive program of
“flipping” donated kits and aircraft, and 3) excellent management and decision-making by the
Board. However, sometimes our financial position has been difficult to explain to our members.
When our current Treasurer, John Roberts signed-on, we discussed ways that the finances could
be simplified and presented to the members. John switched away from a spreadsheet-based
system to using Quicken, and we came up with a simple table that is currently being used in our
Monthly meetings. 2020 was a mixed year because we didn’t have a Fly-In, but at the same time
we had the donation & sales of the Zenith 601 and Kolb Classic. Thanks, John, for working
through the process and giving us a good report for communications!

Website
There have been a lot of improvements recently made to the EAA 292
website (www.eaa292.org). The reason is that we have a couple of
great guys working on it, who are tag-teaming the effort and doing a
fantastic job! John Coyier volunteered for the position 3 years ago,
and Steve started helping out last year. Thanks John and Steve!
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RV-12iS Youth Build
In 2019, Dave Ullman took on the leadership of the Youth Activities program. With Bill McLagan stepping down his role
as Zenith 701 build coordinator, Al Cleveland agreed to take that position on the youth-build RV-12. About that time,
Bruce Patton submitted a proposal that the group would build an RV-12iS instead of the plain RV-12. Bruce was able to
locate a buyer/sponsor for the aircraft so that the Chapter wouldn’t have to front the expenses. This has turned out to
be a very successful model, and one we may want to implement in the future! Thanks Dave, Al and Bruce!

North Hangar Expansion
The Chapter has been discussing the North Hangar Expansion project ever since Henry
Bartle arranged for the donation of the Lancair 4P with the intention that proceeds of
the aircraft sale would fund the expansion. It didn’t take long to realize that, 1) we
didn’t have a plan, and 2) our ideas were certainly going to out-strip
our initial budget! Bruce Patton agreed to step in and “manage” the
project for us. He quickly got a handle on the scope and then
informed us that we didn’t have enough money to do everything we
wanted. Bruce will lead the effort to manage the construction and help guide us on the budget
issues. Once it’s completed, it’s going to be exciting! Thanks, Bruce, for helping out and to Henry for
getting the donation!

Young Eagles
Even though we didn’t have any Young Eagle events this year (hopefully 2021!),
thanks to Cindy Woodworth who still needed to manage all the EAA National
communications and correspondence! There are going to be significant changes in
the programs with how pilots and volunteers sign-up, and National is
experimenting with on-line signups for the kids too. This, coupled with the
remnants of COVID should make our first several YE events challenging. Thanks
Cindy!

Chapter Projects
Even though we’ve been in lockdown, we’ve managed to get some work done on the various Builders Group Chapter
project. A lot of this credit goes to Ernie Moreno. He and some other volunteers, including Steve Sands, were able to
rebuild the A-10 Ascender (Pterodactyl) and get it ready for sale. The Kolb Mk3 was progressed up until the time that it
sold “as is” to one of Jim Hubele’s neighbors in Arizona. And Bruce Patton made considerable headway on the Lancair
4P fiberglass cowl. I can’t say enough “thank-yous” to Ernie and all of the members of the builder’s group!

Chapter Endowment Fund
One of our long-term goals for EAA 292 is to establish and endowment fund so that raising money for
scholarships and other aviation objectives doesn’t become all-consuming. In 2018, Marv Gunderson
had got the ball rolling and there’s a lot of paperwork associated with setting this up, so we asked one
of our Chapter “legal eagles” to help us out. Steve Heinrich agreed to help. The Board evaluated
several options and decided on the best for us. We got to the point of signing the paperwork, but
needed $25K for the initial investments…then the pandemic hit. We are still looking for someone to
“gift” the Chapter the money so that we can kickstart this process (any volunteers out there? It’s all tax deductible!).
Thanks to Steve for getting us going and to where we are now!
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Member Projects
EAA Chapter 292 has a reputation for taking on projects
that somehow garner nationwide visibility. The first of
these was the Nieuport 11’s and the “Noon Patrol.”
Recently, several other member-built projects have
percolated to the top. Ernie Moreno’s DH-2 finally flew
this past year, and Bob Ingle’s FMX-4 Facetmobile was
started and taxied. The Chapter continues to get inquires
from around the world asking for updates on the projects and to be put in contact with the
builders. Soon, we expect Ed Storo’s Bristol Bulldog to be getting some of that same visibility.
Way to go Ernie, Bob and Ed!

EAA 292 Board & Chapter Overall
As you can tell by reading this letter to you, even during this COVID crisis the Board has busy, making significant
changes and improvements. We’ve also met via video and are preparing an update to our 5-Year plan that we hope
the members will find not just OK, but exciting! These are just a few things the Board’s doing insuring that the Chapter
is hitting on all cylinders and we get back to (a new) normal…hopefully this summer.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Mike Kelley

Meeting Minutes
Chapter Board Meeting 12/11/20
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

On the bridge, Mike Kelley, Bob Schwizler, Ernie Morino, Steve Sands, Rich Harrison, Dave Ullman, Jerry Pryce,
Vince Homer, John Coyer, John Roberts, Mike Short, Bruce Patton, Chuck West
Mike opened the call at 3PM
Mike discussed the meeting highlights for tomorrow’s General Membership call, and future meetings.
A discussion was held about advertising the Chapter meetings to a wider audience. Social Flight, “Fun Places to
Fly”, and the EAA National Calendar. Mike is looking for someone that can help with this.
Mike discussed the Annual End of Year Chapter Awards and on how we can recognize folks since we are not
having the annual EOY party.
John reported on the Membership count
o Annual Members -182
o Lifetime -24
o Student - 7
o Total – 213
John gave a Treasure Report.
o Mike discussed the sale of the Zenith 601 and the Kolb. The funds for the Zenith (which were split with
the Bend, OR chapter per agreement with the donor) went to the General Fund, the Kolb proceeds went
to the Builder fund.
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o

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Dave has been talking to the family of the purchaser of the Lancair who just recently passed away (the
second purchaser that has passed away). The family would like to see the aircraft completed. It will be
moved to Henry’s hangar soon to be completed.
Youth Group update – Dave Ullman
o Young Eagles June event decision will be put off until the Spring.
o The Zenith 701 has flown! Bill has put 2 – 3 hours on it. They have been talking with Anders (who spent
a lot of time building it) about having him fly off the rest of the time needed. Then it will be put up for
sale. The plane is currently operated by Henry’s Ultimate Aircraft who is providing the insurance for it.
o Bob Schwizler offered to store the 701 in his hangar until it is sold.
o Al reports the RV-12si is currently stalled as they are waiting for parts. Also the Finish Kit will be ready
for pick-up from the factory soon.
Facilities – Vince
o Vince reports he has seen good compliance from people wearing masks and complying with the Covid
protocols.
o Vince reports he is not getting much help with keeping the building clean. He suggested we see about
getting a person or a service to come in and do periotic cleaning of the meeting area, kitchen and
bathrooms.
▪ Dave Ullman made a motion that Vince get quotes for cleaning. This was approved.
VMC / IMC – Mike Short
o Mike reported he had about 29 people join the last meeting.
Ernie reported that the Pterodactyl ultralight is up for sale by the chapter after restoration.
Also we have a RV-7 project is being donated to the chapter. Also he has a possible buyer for
the two RV-6 projects we have.
Mike discussed changes to the Website that John and Steve have been working on and
pushed out.
Mike discussed long term planning and how to present to the members. We want to discuss with the
membership planning for 2021.
o Dave suggested we hold a meeting in January to discuss the August fly-in.
o Steve suggested we discuss this in the General meeting.
Mike discussed the newsletter and will ask folks to submit articles at the General meeting.
Mike ended the call at 4:15
Membership Meeting 12/12/20 Provided by Jerry Pryce
Meeting opened by President Mike Kelley at 10:04am, 47 attendees were present for the video conferenced
presentation.
Mike gave a quick summary of video conferencing etiquette.
The newsletter is receiving good comments and Members were asked to continue to provide content or ads to
Secretary Rich Harrison for publication in the newsletter. In addition, any suggestions for meeting programs
should be forwarded to Jerry Pryce or Mike Kelley.
Secretary and Treasurer Reports
o Total Membership – 215
o 24 Lifetime
o 184 Regular
o 7 Students
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Treasurer John Roberts stated that the paid-up members for 2021 is on the rise and reminded all that
PayPal is available to make payment. Members that utilize PayPal by end of year will have the $1 service
fee waived.
Facility Report – Vince Homer
o Damaged Powermatic drill chuck has been replaced – Please don’t use tools to tighten chuck
o A few tools are missing off tool board – Please return
o Discussing getting a service to clean meeting area, bathrooms and kitchen – work areas will remain the
responsibility of individual using the space.
o Please clean tools after using.
o Mike Kelley thanked everyone for observing COVID rules while in the Chapter facilities.
Youth Report – Dave Ullman
o Considering resumption of Youth Weekend and Young Eagles – Will be discussed in January.
o Youth built Zenith 701 has flown – Thanks to Bill McLagan; Has flown about 4 hours so far.
o 701 will be for sale shortly, if interested contact Bill McLagan or Dave Ullman.
o Lancair IV P will be available for sale again – Buyer passed away but estate will complete and sell.
o Opportunity to own a Lancair IV P for ~$100k under current market.
o Ray Scholarship – 3 recipients currently
o Anders
o Kristen
o Zach
Safety – Mike Short
o FAA will be offering a webinar describing Wings Program
➢ Completion of a Wings level makes a pilot eligible for a 5% discount on Avemco aircraft insurance.
o VMC/IMC club video meetings are offered first Monday of every month at 7:00pm.
➢ Link for video meeting is mailed out by the chapter to all members.
Mike Kelley introduced and played the December 2020 EAA Chapter Video Magazine
o Homebuilders week series will premiere in January 26th 2021
➢ Focused on homebuilding – 5 forums a day for 5 days – Look for bulletin from Chapter
o Planning for AirVenture is underway at EAA National
o Chapter will conduct tentative planning for our fly-in starting January.
Bill McLagan gave a brief on the Zenith 701 youth project.
o Project donated by Joe Zawarski (sp?) about 5 years ago
o Youth started work on project 4 years ago – was ready other than
cowl about 1 year ago.
o Received cowl in September and Bill McLagan and Henry Bartle got it installed onto 701.
o Received airworthiness certificate about a week ago and made first flight on December 5 th.
Vince Homer talked briefly about the ½ scale B-25 mock-up that he is building and showed a photo – He and Dave
Ullman may turn the idea into a flying aircraft
Mike Kelley touched on the current aircraft and project air craft that the chapter has for sale. These include a
flyable Pterodactyl ultralight and two RV6 projects. If interested, contact Jerry Pryce.
Upcoming Chapter programs were mentioned.
o December - Viking Engines – Jan & Alissa Eggenfellner
o January – Dwight Hoover – Apex powered Zenith 701 project
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o February – Eric Landry – Lightspeed Engineering Headsets
o Upcoming but not yet scheduled: Hummel Aircraft, Afford-a-plane & Cubcrafters
Mike Kelley turned the floor over to Jerry Pryce and he provided an intro to the various Viking engines available.
Mike then played a video in which Alissa Eggenfellner addressed the process that Viking follows to make a low
mileage to almost new engine a Viking engine. A video segment was also played that enumerated the items that
are included in the Viking’s extensive firewall-forward installation kit. Lastly a short video on the Viking Inflight
Propeller system (VIP) which allows varying the pitch of the DUC propeller.
o The floor was then opened up for questions and Jan and Alissa and a lively 45-minute Q&A ensued.
Mike Kelley closed the meeting at 11:50am

Ray Scholarship Update
Debbie Origer
As we begin a new year, I am thankful for the two previous Chapter 292 scholarship coordinators who
had a vision of how this scholarship money could benefit our local young people interested in learning to fly and
perhaps pursuing a career in aviation. Our chapter is fortunate to have had three talented scholarship awardees
to date. Anders continues to work on his advanced rating. Kristin and Zach will finish their glider ratings in 2021.
Indeed, considering the challenges presented to all of us last year, our chapter can certainly look forward to
celebrating in 2021 the accomplishments of these three young aviators!

Youth
Al Cleveland provided the following pictures of the Youth Group working on the RV-12si
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Builder Reports
RV6 Rebuild and Piper Colt For Sale - Steve Schliebe
I bought this airplane knowing it was not in a safe condition to fly. It
was in a distressed family situation and I felt like I was getting pretty
good deal, even though there was a lot of work to be done in order
for this plane to be what I wanted to fly. The electrical and fuel
systems were a mess. The paint job was poor and the fiberglass
parts needed to be completely redone. After attempting to polish
the canopy, I decided to
replace the entire
canopy rather than live
with it. The builder is deceased so information on the engine was
slim. I sent it off for a complete inspection and some performance
upgrades. I’m nearing completion of my RV6A rebuild after 10
years of on and off work. The paint is nearly finished and it has
been a quite a learning experience; like everything else involved in
completing a homebuilt airplane. This last year was re-wiring and
designing of the instrument panel and fabrication of it. Hopefully
soon I’ll be doing the re-assembly of the wings and tail at the
airport. I need to sell my Colt (PA-22) in order to make room for
the RV. Anybody need a fun little plane to fly?

50% scale B-25 Mitchell Bomber
Another Museum Project
Vince Homer
I was looking over topics on the “Homebuilt Aircraft Forum” when I ran
across one about which WW II aircraft would make good, scaled aircraft
projects. In this one, the B-25 was mentioned as a possibility. Having
already built a 75% P-39 and a 55% ME-262, I decided to take up the
challenge. Using a set of plans for a giant scale RC B-25 and some
anthropomorphic templates I determined that 50% would be a good
scale size. The real B-25 has a 67 foot wingspan, so even at 50% it would
be a good sized aircraft. So, the project was set: build a mock-up of the
two place, tandem cockpit of a 50% B-25 Mitchell medium bomber.
The RC plans I had were on a CD so I imported them into a CAD program
that I use called Draftsight. The plans are then traced to produce
drawings that can be used in any scale. The bulkheads were printed in “tiled” format meaning each bulkhead
was printed on several 11 x 17 sheets and taped together. The bulkheads were made from double wall
corrugated sheet I bought from the Albany Box Company in 4 x 8 sheets. It’s 1/4 the price of ¼” plywood and
can be cut with a box cutter, a sabersaw with a knife blade or a bandsaw. 1/4” plywood doublers are used at
stress points and the corrugated is painted with polyurethane varnish for water proofing. I use Gorilla
polyurethane glue and spritz a little water on it to hasten the reaction for all glue joints.
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The bulkheads are mounted on 1 x 2 furring strip spines and longerons
resulting in a very strong fuselage. A simplified cockpit interior is
installed using a cockpit ergonomics diagram I found on the internet.
One change that was required was to make the nose gear rotate when
retracted. In the full-size B-25 the nose gear retracts straight up under
the pilot’s seats, but there’s not enough fuselage height to do that at
50% so I made it rotate flat like a P-40. To get the right size nose wheel
I made one from an inner tube wrapped with friction tape and spray
coated with Rustoleum black water seal. The wheel rim is plywood and
corrugated and the gear leg is PVC water pipe filled with “Rock Hard”
water putty for strength. The landing gear on the P-39 is made the same way only I used wheelbarrow tires
for mains.
Two throttle/prop/mixture quadrants were made along with yokes, rudder pedals and an instrument panel.
For the steam gauge “Six Pack” I used drink coasters. The seats are semi-reproductions made from ¼”
plywood. These minimal cockpit details are made to check the ergonomics of the set-up. An extra section of
swing open canopy was provided for the passenger. The glazing of the passenger canopy is silvered to look
like aluminum.
How to get in and out of your scaled aircraft may pose a problem. Entrance to a fill size B-25 is through a
hatch on the belly or through an aft fuselage door. Neither will work in a reduced scale version making it
necessary to open the canopy. I chose a throw-over style to allow for a second canopy for the passenger. The
glazing on the passenger canopy is covered with aluminized film to make it look more like aluminum fuselage
since there’s no windows in that location in a full-size B-25.
Aft support legs from 1” steel square tubing with large diameter castors were added to support the aft end of
the cockpit as well as removable from front support legs made from ½” EMT conduit. The front supports
stabilize the structure allowing persons to get into the cockpit and to allow the nose gear to be retracted.
The mock-up was skinned on one side with construction cardboard (available at Home Depot in rolls) and
painted. The frame was painted with “Dash of Dill” green interior house paint to look like zinc chromate and
the skin with Rustoleum aluminum.
There you have it! A fun, three week project resulting in a perfectly useless, ½ scale B-25 Mitchell bomber
mock-up that you can sit in and make motor noises. I’ll make it even better with a CD I have of round engine
sounds including a B-25 start-up.
If one had any inclination to design and build an aircraft, building a cockpit mock-up would be a very useful
exercise. The 50% B-25 and the 75% P-39 showed the size and layout to be acceptable, but the 55% Me-262
was too small to be comfortable or safe. I could get in it, but could never get out in an emergency nor fly i t for
any length of time. The ME-262 should have been at least 65% scale. The first step in the process is to
compile a table of “What Ifs” as shown below. Using this table, a set of
suitable RC plans, the cockpit ergonomics diagram and anthromen
templates the scale of your project may be chosen.
The values for weight, engine horsepower and speeds depend on the
choices of wing loading and power loading used. For example; wing
loading can vary from 4 lbs/ft2 for WW I replica biplanes to 50 lbs/ft2 for
a full size, max gross B-25. To make the “What If” table one has to
decide what you want the aircraft to fly like and what level of pilot skills
will be required to fly it. Some examples are shown below:
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(1) Increased dimensions from “fat” fuselage. A usable cockpit can be made in a smaller scale version by
making the cockpit area a little wider and taller than scale. No one will notice small increases in size.
(2) V-Twin near stock engines with redrives or electric with 30 – 45 minute duration.
(3) V-Twin with improvements with redrives or electric with 60 minutes duration.
(4) Verner radials or Hirth or electric with 60 minutes duration.
(5) SBS or tandem if the W&B could be accommodated.
(6) Possibly a two place tandem with a bit more HP.
(7) Based on 12-15 lb/ft2 of wing loading (W. L.) and 10 lb/HP power loading (P. L.). Higher W. L. and P. L. may
be used for higher performance aircraft. This will result in higher stall/landing speeds, increased ROC and
higher top speeds all of which may increase the piloting skills
required.
(8) Hybrid based on 20 – 40% extra TO power from parallel
electric motor(s). In truth, this would be a complicated enough.
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Long EZ Rebuild - Larry Pilkington
A couple of young guys, Daniel Wood and
Chaska Moon (not chapter members... yet)
and I are helping get Jim Wixson's Long EZ
repaired. We're starting with the fuselage
and moved it to a garage closer to home
on the 12th. It's a fun sight going down the
highway- lots of kids gawking! Pretty
amusing that we needed all the "wide
load" banners... on a Ford Ranger. Truth is,
these young guys will likely be in the air
before my own Long EZ is ready- good to
see the next generation picking up the
torch.

Hangar Upgrades - Jake Schultz
Hello 292,
Hope you are all doing well and find some time over
the holidays to get to some projects...!
In Independence we'll be getting the workshop set
up in one of the bays of the garage. We built a wall
between it and the other part of the garage to be
able to contain the sawdust and have a smaller area
to heat in the winter.
We're also working on the interior walls of the
hangar. In particular Denise's art room is in the
corner and we're making it look like a "hangar office"
from the exterior - the outside walls of the art room but the whole room is inside the hangar.
Merry Christmas,
Jake and Denise
Ed – Jake and Denise recently moved to the Airpark and has a Pietenpol project he has been working on for
several years. Jake is an accomplished writer, one of his books is “Driving in the Clouds” about Molt Taylor
and his Aerocar. After he completes his Hangar project, we look forward to seeing more pictures of the
Pietenpol coming together.
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Homebuilder Knowledge Base
Experimental Aircraft Certification
Gary Brown - DAR
Last summer, the FAA changed the way Experimental Aircraft were certified. The process now has
the applicant use a web portal called "AWC". The initial process was quite cumbersome, but is slowly
getting better. When the applicant completes their application through the portal, it goes to the "Front
Line Manager" of the local FAA, then if a DAR is requested, the application goes to the ASI (Aviation
Safety Inspector) in charge of the DAR, then is assigned to the DAR. Usually, the process takes only
a day or two.
I have attached my instructions for certification of an Amateur Built Aircraft using the AWC
portal. Call if you have any questions or need assistance.
Ed – As part of this article Gary provided 3 documents
which are attached to the Taledragger E-Mail. These will
also be posted on the Chapter 292 website.
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